
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
creative specialist. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for creative specialist

Develop a constant stream of visual content for AARP advocacy social media
channels that engages members and the public in achieving stated advocacy
goals, including photos, videos, graphics, infographics, and data visualization
for the purpose of driving advocacy actions
Develop and manage video content and the dissemination of that content
through various social media platforms
Ensure messaging and content are consistent with and integrated into
campaign approved internal/external messaging
Use available metrics and social media channels to test content to identify
most engaging and relevant content for achieving campaign goals
Monitor performance of digital marketing campaigns and website usage,
setting KPIs, reporting on performance and using data to inform subsequent
activities
Keep up with visual changes and trends in social media platforms
Generate original campaign artwork upon request including modifying
existing content for appropriate use in digital channels (e.g., email, Facebook
and YouTube)
Build and strengthen content partner relationships in order to drive new
standards, improve delivery quality, and increase workflow efficiency
Asset management and artwork curation to ensure best title representation
across our supported territories
Identify ways to improve yourself, the team, content partner deliveries, and
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Qualifications for creative specialist

Strong interpersonal skills with the ability to handle multiple projects and
confidential information and meet deadlines with attention to detail and
accuracy
The support and implement of all creative communications for the brand and
Visual Merchandising
The support and co-ordinate of creative concepts for all creative
communications
The coordination of photo shoots
Concept development & execution
The co-ordination and organisation of Creative Reviews


